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Alumni
Hospitality, Sheraton Greensboro
8-10 p.m. : Session I: Annual
Meeting of N.C. A&T Alumni
Association, Sheraton Greensboro
(Triad West and Central Rooms)
1-7:30p.m.: Alumni Registration,
Sheraton Greensboro
4:30-7:30 p.m
Saturday, May 1:
Photo ByLisa Johnson continued on page 7
1-3p.m.: Awards Luncheon, F.A
Williams Cafeteria, University
Campus
9 a.m.: Session II: Annual Meeting
of N.C. A&TAlumni Association,
WebbHall Auditorium, University
If the hat fits...Aggies make final preparations for graduationAil-American city
in doubt
No onewasthreatened with
the gun, and it was not discharged,
Hairston said.
The youths, whose names
were not released, said that one
brought the 22-caliber semi-
automatic pistol to school for his
friend for protection after a
confrontation with others in their
neighborhood Tuesday night,
Jackson Middle School Principal
Jerry Hairston said.
GREENSBORO (AP)- Two
students at a Greensboro middle
school face criminal charges and
suspension for the rest of the year
after school officials learned they
had a loaded gun.
colors) are all my friends made over
my four years and that Aggie pride,"
Byers, who came to A&T because of ' "But what I,will miss mostthe unversity'saccredited accounting about the blue and gold (A&T's
each and every one of them," said department and the fact that it "is a
senior accounting major Rhonda historically black university."
Sexual assault: no laughing matter
"My four years at A&T will
always be memorable to me because
each event was considered a learning
experience, and I will always chersh
"The best four years of my
life are coming to an end," she said.
Williams said she hoped to attend
graduate school and eventually find
a management position in retail.
all over again
"Ican't believe that it's over,"
said Sherri Williams, a fashion
merchandisingand design major who
noted that she wished she could doit
For many students, their
march down the aisle topick up their
diplomas will foreshadow their
march into either graduate school or
the workplace, a transition some see
as bittersweet.
speaker.
An estimated 1,153 senior
undergraduates are expected to don
academic regalia and receive their
degrees fromN.C. A&Tthis S unday.
U.S. Rep. Melvin Watt (12th
District—N.C.) will be the featured
continued on page 7
by Scottie Holloway
Staff Reporter
WINSTON-SALEM (AP)- An
alderman says Winston-Salem
doesn'tdeserveto benamed an All-
America City because it remains a
segregated place where black
residents are discriminated against
by the police, the banks and the
voters.
areas
• Avoiding driving with unlocked
doors, leaving keys in the ignition
when the vehicle is unattended and
parking in secluded and poorly lit
• Keeping valuables in your car out
of view;
prior to entry;
• Being alert to activity or strangers
around your car or vehicle;
• Always looking inside your vehicle
A&T works with
Greensboro/Guilford County Crime
Stoppers, aprogram where members
of the community, the media, law
enforcementagencies and businesses
work together to solve crime, she
said.
Graves said the A&T police
wanted to make students aware of
the different programs specifically
designed to keep students safe.
ourselves."
aware, because we can't do it by
fumbling in their pockets or
handbags, searching forkeys as they
attempt to enter their vehicles.
Instead, they should have their car
keys available prior to entry, police
say.
Motorists should also avoid
vehiclein pairs
Whenever possible, police
officials stress, proceed to your
way."
"A lot of people don't
understand what the award is
about," said Wendy Dickstein, the
directoroftheawardprogram. "The
award is not for perfect cities. It's
for cities dealing with their most
pressing problems in acollaborative
Mayor Martha Wood and
about 25 others will defend the
city's application nextmonthbefore
a panel of judgesin Tampa,Fla., in
hopes ofbeing named one ofbeing
named one of 10 winners.
Winston-Salem made the
list of 30 finalists this month.
Last month, Alderman
Larry Womble wrote a three-page
letter to the National Civic League
asking it to take a close look at the
city's application for the award.
Another program designed
toenhance student safety is theAggie
Escort Service, which was
inaugurated this under theyear
compiled by the N.C. A&T Crime
Prevention unit. They include:
Some safety tips that might
preventa carjacking orassault similar
to the UNC-G incident have been
was working well.
"A lot of students are
careless," Graves said. "They could
preventa lotof things from happening
themselves."
General and current President
Rodney Boone. The serviceprovides
escorts to walk students between
academic buildings, the library and
the dormitories Sunday through
Thursday between the hours of 8
p.m. and 12:30a.m., saidA&TPolice
Chief John Williams.
leadership of former Student
Government Association Attorney
Graves said shebelieved theprogram
Students may anonymously
call and give any information about
an unsolved crime. If the information
leads to the arrest of a criminal, the
informant may be awarded up to
$1,000.
Black male enrollment continues to decrease
"We want to promote crime
prevention," said Major Gloria
Graves. "We wantto make students
around them
Rather than simply waiting
for suchcrimes to occurandpursuing
the suspects, N.C. A&T police have
taken several steps to promote crime
prevention both on and off campus,
to make students, staff and faculty
more aware of the potential dangers
The recent kidnapping and
sexual assault of a female student
near the University ofNorth Carolina
at Greensboro has many local
students asking themselves an
important question: Whatcan I doto
prevent something like that from
happening to me?
Jail break stopped
by Scottie Holloway
Staff Reporter
Four inmates escaped from the
HighPoint jail last year, including
a man who squeezed beneath a
security gate, traveled to Durham
and took hostages at the Duke
University Medical Center before
being killed by a police sniper.
on a murder charge
Walker was awaiting trial
Charles Walker, 28, of New York
City was charged with attempted
escape from jailand possession of
a dangerous weapon after a foiled
escape attempt Sunday.
HIGH POINT (AP)- A New York
man has been charged with trying
to escape fromthe GuilfordCounty
jail by using a hacksaw blade and
bed sheets.
"Wefeelthis (theBlack Male
Task Force) will be a very important
step as far as A&T making a
re sponsibleeffort torevise this trend,"
said Moseley. "By doing this, A&T
To address concerns about
the declining number of black males
entering college, A&T Chancellor
Edward Fort appointed a committee
last November to concentrate on the
issue ofrecruiting andretaining black
males at the university, said Samuel
Moseley, chairman ofthe committee.
percentwas black females. Since the
1980-81school year, black male
enrollment atA&Tdropped4percent
and black female enrollment
increased 4.1 percent.
continued on page 7
Statistics from the Office of
Institutional Research and Planning
at A&T showed this year that 40.8
percentofthe studentenrollment was
black males and 45.2 percent was
black females. In 1990-91, 41.3
percent was black males and 44.2
degrees
Black males were the group
least likely to apply to college, the
least likely to be accepted, and the
least likely, if accepted, to enroll.
Even among those who did enroll, a
high and increasing numberof black
men failedto advance throughcollege
at a normal rate or to complete their
ofallracial and ethnic groups ofboth
genders, only black men had
experienced a drop in enrollment
during the first half of the 1980s.
In an article, "Black Men:
Missing in Higher Education," an
examination of the collegiate
enrollmentof blackmen showed that
"The shortage of black male
enrollment is a big problem," said
Robert Davis, anassociate professor
of sociology and director of
institutional assesmentat A&T, "and
has the potential for being more
serious. If there is not a significant
number of black males in college
and successfullycompletingcollege,
there will be a shortage of middle-
class blacks, a shortage of blacks in
leadership roles and in professional
occupations. Also, the pool of
marriageable black menwill shrink. "
blacks, about 61 percent are female
students and 39 percent are male.
According to an article in
"Essence" magazine, nationwide
about half of the white students
enrolled in college are female and
abouthalfare male. However, among
The shrinking number of
black males at U.S. colleges is
something that both predominately
white and predominately black
colleges have in common.
The transformation of the
Alex Haley dormitory at N.C. A&T
State University last year from a
male to a female dormitory
symbolizes a growing problem on
many collegecampuses: the shortage
of black male enrollment.
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Students reflect on college experiences
News Scope
by Tara Bennett
Staff Reporter
Activities
Schedule of Commencement
Minors charged
Friday, Apr. 30:
month.
replace
humans...
Until Robots
will
...your plasma
always be
needed.
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE A $10 BONUS
Call for information and/ or
appointment
Hours: 7 a.m.- 6p.m. Monday- Fri
273-3429
224 North Elm St. Greensboro, NC 27401
Ever Get Somebody
Totally Wasted?
KbaM U.S. Department of Transportation
Comal
• On Site Manager
SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND LOANS
8209 PINE ISLAND RD
TAMARAC, FL. 33321
(800)-362-0018
AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDA
• Computerized Access
East Cone/ Boulevard
/ Carolina
/ CircleI Mall • Fenced- Light
4000 PER YEAR GUARANTEED!UP TO
• Monthly Leases
OVER $350 MILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE IN SCHOLARSHIPS, AND GR
UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHI
APPLY OR THAT THEY ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE THESE GRANTS AND• Your Lock
MOST STUDENTS DONT REALIZE THAT THE UNITED STAT
GOVERNMENTallows for tremendous tax benefits to medi
LARGE CORPORATIONS WHO ALLOCATE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DO
THE PURPOSE OF HELPING FUTURE AND CURRENT.STUDENTS ATT]
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND UNIVERSITIES.
THE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION HAS THE
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS IN THE COUNTRY
LARGEST DATAB
171116thStreet
375-7009
WE WILL LOCATE A SCHOLARSHIP SOURCE FOR YOU WITHIN Tl
MONTHS OR WE WILL REFUND THE $25.00 PROCESSING A
APPLICATION FEE.
THIS OFFER IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANT
CALL 1-800-362-0018
PLEASE BEGIN PROCESSING MY SCHOLARSHIP, ENCLOSED IS MY APPLICATION FEi
NAME SCHOOL
ADDRESS.Office House: Monday-Saturday
Gates Open 7 Days a Week
10-
Your Key
Magdalene Leonard
Manager
MAIL ORDER TO:
AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
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Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
Froductions
Laser Printing, Video
Resumes DesktoD
Publishing, Newsletters
Protect against infection
Accident victims
Provide clotting factors for
hemophiliacs
for bums, surgery, or New research on life
treatment of illness threatening diseases
Patients in shock
Bleeding Disorders
Provide intraveneous
fluids
Prices
Affordai
Will-Power Productio
call
(919) 273-0858
Service
Professional
Leave a message
part ofourprogram.
Earn over $100.00 per
We will compensate you
for the time it takes to be a
2
"ExtremelyHot" isthe
nickname thatCreggYancey,
a seniorphysics major at N.C.
A&T, was given by his sixth-
grade classmates because of
his extensive vocabulary and
intellectual ability.
Apparently, the name
still fits. The 21-year-old
Greensboro student — who
boastsa 3.7overall gradepoint
average — has been awarded
a $180,000 fellowship for
graduate study, the largest
single award ever given to an
A&T student.
Center.
Given by the National
Physical Science Consortium,
the award is called a Graduate
Fellowship forMinorities and
Women in the Physical
Sciences. His sponsoring
employer and the source of
his annual stipend will be the
NASA-Ames Research
by Nettie Rowland
Correspondent
• A male resident of Scott Hall reported that he was being
harassed by several black male students, police said.
Theresident told police the harassment — which
involved the suspects allegedly knocking on his doorand
running away several times — started this semester,
reports stated.
The suspects have also allegedly placed trash in front of
the victim's door.
Police said the resident was able to identify two of the
suspects, both of whom are residents of Scott Hall.
One of the suspects allegedly started an argument with
the resident and threatened to beat him up during a prior
incident
Police said the victim stated he did not know why the
suspects were bothering him, but he said he believed that
the harassment occurred because he didn'tassociate with
the other males in the dormitory.
first
drawing his interest toward
physics, Yancey said.
"He was the
person to • introduce me tophysics," Yanceysaid. "When
I was 11 years old, he was a
graduate student at A&T
majoring in engineering, and
we used to sit down and watch
television together. He had
control of the TV, so I had no
choice but to watch what he
wanted to watch, which were
"Don't letanyone push
you into doing something you
do not want to do," he said.
"Don't be afraid people are
going to laugh or pick at you
on whatyou decide todo; none
ofthat matters. In the longrun,
years from now you can be a
completely different person."
Once of Yancey's
personal goals is to write a
physics book "that is different
from the ones that are printed
today," he said. "I want one
thatwill sparkalittleelectricity
in the brains of the students."
students to come along in
physics in recent years. He is
quiet, doesn't make a lot of
noise, but gets the job done."
StuartAhrens, one ofYancey's
physics professors, agreed.
"He is very blessed
with a strong intellect and is a
beautifulperson to workwith,"
he said. "We believe that he
will do exceedingly well in
graduate school."
Yancey said he has been
interested in physics since he
was a youngster.
"In school, everyone
always asked meifIwas going
to be a scientist," he said. "I
was always good in math and
science, and they always used
to tease me about my
vocabulary. I uttered words
that they weren't familiar
with."
science programs
"We watched a lot of
science programs togetherand
I found them to be very
interesting," Yancey said. "At
the time, I didn't understand
them, but I still liked watching
them."
Jones directs award-winning
. The impactofwinning
the scholarship has nothit him
yet, said Yancey, a graduate
ofBen E. Smith High School.
"It's strange, but it has
not hit me yet how much
money it is," Yancey said. "I
don't know why. Everyone I
mention it to acts like he or
she is ready to scream
"I guess, being a
physicist, you getused to huge
numbers, so huge numbers
don't surprise you anymore,"
he added.
Yancey's department
chairman, Sekazi Mtingwa,
called him "one of the best
choir
Just a little Ionger...Senior waitpatiently for graduation
letters outside ofBrown Hall.
interacting with others listeners of all ages, races,and Most Outstanding Choir.
learn leadership skills and how
to better express themselves,
naturally and spiritually," he
said.
Jones'
Jones said. "I haven't met
anyone who didn't like it."
A year ago, Jones
founded the gospel group
"Perfect Praise," which
recently won the Waljoaward
for Best New Gospel Group
at its Black and White Ball in
Winston-Salem and is
currently working on a new
album
"O.K., choir, one more
song and dismiss," says a
powerful voice. "Don'tforget,
we sing Saturday in Virginia.
Meet here at 4:30."
It's a Tuesday night
and the N.C. A&TFellowship
Gospel Choir is about to end
another rehearsal. Ron Jones;
director of the choir, said he
was used to evenings filled
with gospel musicand talented
voices
by Audra McCloud
Correspondent
Athlete of the Year
by Brian Caldwell
Staff Reporter
Aggie named Academic
Jones, who joined the
choir in 1984 and became a
student trainer assisting with
the accompaniment and
direction of songs, said the
choir served asa type a training
ground for students who
enjoyed singing and
three more
In 1991,thechoir won
theawards at
Most
Most
competition
Outstanding Recessional and
Processional,
Outstanding Original Song
Under
direction, the choir has won
numerous awards at the
Annual Collegiate Gospel
Choir Competition in New
York City. In 1990, the choir
brought home four awards:
Best Choral Attire, Best
Choreography, Best
Keyboard player and Most
Outstanding Choir, which
netted the group a first-place
prize of $1,000.
Jones, who comes
from a musically inclined
family of eight brothers and
sisters and began singing in
his father's church at age 13,
said he believed that gospel
music was of great
importance, especially to
African-Americans.
"Black gospel music
is a major part ofour heritage
and past," he noted. In the last
ten years, hesaid,black gospel
music has been more
recognized as an art form
"Gospel is widely
listened to and now has
the group's banner year sofar,
when the members won eight
out of 13 possible awards,
including Most Outstanding
Choir and Most Outstanding
Director,
"Perfect Praise gives
me a spiritual and musical
chance to musically minister
directly to others," he said.
Aside from his
musical work, Jones is aCED
instructor at Guilford
Industrial Services, where he
works with mentally disabled
adults. He said his religious
faith gave him his motivation
at this job and helped him
deliverhis messageofspiritual
faith through his musicalNorth Carolina A&T
sports
ministry
McCullough said that
playing volleyball took up a
lot ofhertime, so "you have to
be able to manage your time
effectively," she said.
McCullough said that she did
not have a role model, but felt
that it was her "competitive
nature" to want to always do
her best,
"You just have to
choose the activities that are
really important to you:"
She added that her plans after
graduating next spring
accounting firm
included working for a public
junior accounting major
Carolyn McCullough was
named the University's 1993
Academic Athlete ofthe Year
Friday nightat the All-Sports
Banquetat the SheratonHotel
in downtown Greensboro.
McCullough, who
received the award for her
participation on the Lady
Aggies' volleyball team and
her 3.9 grade point average,
said, "It's very hard, but you
have to be dedicated to the
sport and academics" to
balance such a schedule.
While admitting that
both ofherparentspushed her
to "succeed in school,"
ongoing controversy
According toanarticle
"Newsweek," in the
BasketballNational
Association, where nearly
three-quarters (72 percent) of
the players are black, only 9
percent of front office
York
Anarticle in the "New
Times" noted that
certain other factors persisted
in preventing minoritiesfrom
gettinghired into front office
continued on page 7
opportunities to move into
leadership positions.
"Weshow no interests
in getting into pro golf, auto
racing, ice hockey and all
other sports," said Burden.
"Therefore, our percentage
looks very small. We end up
competing for the same
positions."
(management) arena," said
Willie Burden, athletic
director for N.C. A&T. "We
tend to draw to the glamour
jobs. We don't think about the
various organizations that
surround sports."
Burden said that
blacks tended to limit
themselves to sports like
football, basketball, boxing
and track and field. He said he
believed blacks needed more
exposure in other sports,
which might alleviate some
of the limitations on
But 1992proved to be colors and nationalities,""Students are able to
thatfact
minorities continue to
dominateon theplaying fields
but find fewopportunities off
thefieldinsports management
has stirred new life into an
The
by Scottie Holloway
Staff Reporter
Hiring rate low for minorities
getting into the sports
"I think blacks still
don't have the information on
are African-
In football,60percent
of the players are black and
only7percent ofheadcoaches
are black. In baseball, 18
percent ofallplayers areblack,
but a mere 8 percent of
managers
American.
management jobs are held by
blacks; the highestpercentage
among professional sports
such as basketball, football
and baseball.
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Campus Police Round-up award ever
by Scottie Holloway
Staff Reporter
Saturday, Apr. 24
Tuesday, Apr. 27
Cregg Yancey
I 9
• A Scott Residence Hall assistant reported that someone
illegally unlocked the door to his dormitory room while
he was sleeping between 3 a.m. and 12 p.m., police said.
According to police reports, the male resident reported
that when he awoke at 12 p.m. to take a shower, he
noticed that the deadbolt on the door was not locked. He
then checked the doorknob, which was also unlocked.
The resident told police that nothing in his room appeared
to be missing or disturbed, but he was positive that both
the deadbolt and the doorknob had been locked, reports
stated
Because the same resident reported breaking and entering
in the same room on April 16, the locks to his room were
changed to prevent further incidents, police said.
"He would bringmeto
campus with him," Yancey
said. "I saw some ofthe things
he did, and I met a lot of
interesting people along the
way, who were fascinating to
talk with. Theyknew somuch."
His brother went on to get a
master's degreeinengineering
from A&T.
ItwasYancey'sbrother
whoalso first exposed him to
A&T's campus, he noted.
Yancey said he
encouraged students to
discover what they wanted to
do with their lives and then do
it.
Since Yanceyhasbeen
a student at A&T, he has
tutored studentsincalculus and
physics. He enjoys teaching,
he said, and was somewhat
disappointed when he
discovered thatthe University
of Maryland, which he plans
to attend this fall, didnotoffer
assistantships in teaching. He
said he planned to pursue a
Ph.D. degree in cosmology.the greatest influence in
His older brother had
receiving from
relationship may
obvious to you: your
boyfriendreally cares and it's
all directed at you.
Your brother might
view the situation as one
where your boyfriend is
trying to keep you thinking
that there is no one else by
keeping you occupied and
satisfied. If you really feel
paranoid, then confrontyour
man and ask him.
DearAm IToo Blind toSee?
No matterhow much
timeyou and your man spend
together,never feel he doesn't
have time for anyone else.
I'm not saying he is cheating
on you, butwhat your brother
is saying might have some
truth init. Because he is your
brother, he should be a
reliable source for you and I
would think he istelling you
about her because he doesn't
A Critical Thought
A Critical Thought haveblinked duringtheaction
by Renee Nixon
Arts Reporter
Rating System
• Full Price — Great
Matinee — Good
• $1 House — Okay
• Rent —Bad
• Cable — Horrible
p.m.
scene
by Brent Johnson
Correspondent
including
currently enjoys a number of
A big,sturdy man withglasses,
Close was a high school
football linebacker who
The worst part of
"Boiling Point" is the two
weakfemale characters. True,
they're in supportingroles, but
these women are such
pushovers that I'm not sure if
they were really women. If
your boyfriend made you
turntricks to pay offhis debts,
would you ever want to see
him again? No. Or if your
boyfriend came into your
apartment and slapped you,
would you want tokiss him?
No. These are weak and stupid
CarolinaCircle Cinema: 7:30,
9:45p. m.; matinees 2:30,4:45
Stars: Wesley Snipes, Dennis
Hopper
"Boiling Point." Rating
Cable
moviewaspretty good, wasn't
organization
— and that's the key word,
"supposed" — to be about an
FBI agent who reaches his
limit, his boiling point, when
his friend ismurdered. This is
where the story goes wrong,
for a number of reasons:
• This is one of the most trite
and overused set-ups in the
historyofcopand FBImovies.
• For someone to reach his
"boiling point" due to a
murder, wouldn't the victim
have to have been very close
totheperson? Thatconnection
is never made.
one
knows. Right
• Jimmy (Wesley Snipes)
passes by the villain (Dennis
Hopper) at least three times
andneverrealizes it. They are
also sleeping with the same
woman and neither
• A black FBI agent wants to
run off to live with a white
call girl, and she wants to go
live with him. Yeah, and the
moon is made out of green
cheese
• For thismovie to bean action
movie, there must be some
action. Where was it? I must
simmer
"BoilingPoint" neverreaches
formed on campus
Student
I'vealways known that
good roles were scarce in
Hollywood, but they can't be
this scarce. Two great actors
likeWesley Snipes andDennis
Hopper should not have to
play in movies as horrible as
"BoilingPoint."
Themovie issupposed
women
For an hour and forty
minutes of living hell, I sat
and watched this sad, sorry,
wanna-be action movie. I
thought that Wesley would be
able to keep my interest no
matter how bad the movie
was, but Iwas sadly mistaken.
Don't waste your time and
money. Go rent a real action
movie. That "Terminator"
At the historically
black institution that he
attended, Albany State
University in Georgia, Close
said, he "received a foundation
where (he) could compete,"
while at predominantly white
colleges, students areknocked
down.
Historically black
colleges and universities are
vital because theyreach outto
the best and brightest among
the so-called "unreachable"
members of the African-
American community, said an
N.C. A&T history professor.
Because theAmerican
educational systemisnot "fair
and equitable," said Stacey
Close, many black students
donot have the opportunity to
further their education past
high school.
The Bain bridge, Ga.,
native has taught African-
American history, American
history and world civilization
since arriving at A&Tlast fall.
Close said he has
thoughtabout enteringpolitics
at some point in the future,
but was put off because he
found the whole system
"sleazy." He does, however,
admit to having his eye on
someday becoming president
of a university
His greatest regret is
that he never had a chance to
meet Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr.and findoutfirsthand
how the great leader
mobilized the black
community, he said. He would
also like to see how
King'sundeveloped economic
program wouldbeused today.
study how Africans created
civilizations, he said, as well
as providing theUnited States
with a "solid agricultural
whichfoundation"
contributed to the fledgling
country becoming a powerful
economic entity
Exposure to such
material will help students
understand "why there was a
need foran N.C. A&TState,"
he added.
He wants students to
Close said he thought
black students should get to
know their own history
because it instilled positive
self-esteem byeradicating the
myth that people of color
contributed nothing of worth
to the world.
He said A&T was
ideal because Greensboro
reminded him ofAlbany, and
the university was close to
sources of research at Duke
University and the University
of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. It is there that Close has
researched topics such as the
"Role of the NAACP
(National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People) in the Civil Rights
Movement."
sports,
weightlifting
Close received his graduate
degrees from Ohio State
University.
by Jarrell Crump
Correspondent
Special
Student
Discounts
"Salesman ofthe Year"
Please contact me for an appointment
or stop by and ask for...JACKLONG
I will gladly share all the new exciting styles and features
Honda has to offer you.
KNOW WHAT YOU'RE
GETTING INTO!
JACKLONG *CROWN HONDA*
854-9900 or 800-433-2906
He added, "From
having the experience of
running an organization with
30active members,(Irealize)
there must be leadership and
authority among those who
are members of the
administrative cabinet, sothat
every person's job should be
my own organization,"
Campbell said, "I would
hopefullyhelp influence more
individuals to take on
leadership roles among other
organizations within the
university."
"Being oneofthemost
important organizations on
campus and not being funded
by the school encourages us
moreto guide ourmembers in
the direction of facing real
issuesand tackling themhead-
on in corporate America," he
said.
historically black institutions
of higher learning."
Campbell's
organization has sponsored
drives that raised $1,300 for
Sickle Cell Anemia research,
organized the Second Annual
Black History Month
Performing Arts Tribute and
stagedanApolloTheatre-style
talent night.
seen as an important factor to
help run the organization."
Campbell plans to go
to graduate school and get his
master's degree in computer
But, he stressed, his
science
ultimate goal is "to influence
others to take hold of theiracademics, social
The Trenton, N.J.,
native said he came to A&T
with the ambition to create an
organization that would
enhance studentparticipation
involvement and community
relations
senior communications and
When N.C. A&T
computer science major
Darrin Campbell receives his
diploma on Sunday, he'll also
be leaving something unique
behind: the first corporate-
funded student organization
ever founded at A&T.
Campbell founded the
Student Activity Council,
which currently has 30
members, during his
sophomore year inan attempt
to help students develop a
sense of identification,
responsibility, achievement
and professionalism, he said.
"I felt the need of
starting something fresh and
new," Campbell said. "It
brings inspiration to me in
seeing studentswork together
to help build an organization
thatwouldcreate scholarships,
on-campus employment and
awareness among the
"I envisioned that successful in what they
dreams and become
through the effortsofcreating desire."
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Up Nikki...?What's Our Ancestors
by Nix
want my brother's
accusations tocome between
us. What should I do?
ShouldI be paranoid? I don't
—Am I Too Blind to See?
Well, A&T, this is
Nikki Trotter signing out for
the year. It's been great being
your advice columnist and I
hope I've helped in solving
your problems. I could not
havebeen successful in doing
this without the help of my
roommate, Shejuanna
Williams, and my best friend,
my mom, Ordee Delores
Trotter.Thanks also go out to
no need to rock the boat. If
you don't start nothin', there
won't be nothin'.
myadvisor, JackieJones,and
Black colleges produce
great minds
Before there was a tomorrow,
our ancestors believed in forever
Before there was the study ofarchitecture,
our ancestors built pyramids.
Before there was a navy,
our ancestors built boats.
Before the earth was mapped out,
our ancestors traveled the world.
Before Columbus "discovered" America,
our ancestors were friends with the natives.
Thisknowledge runs through our veins like
the blood that keeps us alive.
With a history of dreamers, a history of
makers, and a history of achievers,
Our future shall be successful, shall be
prosperous and it shall be rewarding.
Only by looking to the future and yet remembering
our past will our generation be all that our
ancestors wanted us to be.
If he does have
another girl, when does he
find time for each of us?
What's Up, Nikki?
My problem is short
and sweet. I havebeen dating
myboyfriend fornine months
and it has been the best time
I've had with a guy ever, but
my brother (who is also a
student here) has told me
twice that my man has
someone else
Ican'timagine when,
because we are together all
the time. I have keys to his
carand drive it. He gives me
the money and takes me out
all the time.
you, the A&T Register
audience.
Either way, unless it
is quite clear that your
boyfriend is cheating, there's
your
seem
want to see you hurt.
The benefits you are
4
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Barbee said her only
concern was keeping waste
materials separated from
items to be recycled, to avoid
Eventually, he said,
items like cardboard,plastics
and cans willalso be recycled.
Organizations that take part
in recycling cans will have
the opportunitytoearnmoney
back on each can recycled.
a response."
computer paper.
paper, white computer paper
and any other form, green or
blue, of continuous feed
Don't crumple them
up and toss them in the
garbage, urge the organizers
of N.C. A&T's recycling
program. Instead, Aggies are
encouraged to recycle items
such as white ledger paper,
white letterhead or bond
Finished with that
piece of white ledger paper?
Have you culled all the
research material you need
from thatcomputer printout?
Because there is no
specific budgetforrecycling,
Rubbermaid trash cans which
sport recycling labels will be
used along with containers
of computer paper
budget, he noted, although
several recycling containers
were purchased through the
civil engineering department.
The Physical Plant also
receives revenue fromthe sale
group made up of
representatives from each
department. Research for the
recycling project started in
Springis thechairman
for the Campus Recycling
Committee, a 62-member
the community as an
educational institution,"
Spring said, "and starting the
program was the responsible
thing to do."
Earth Share!
Dudley Honored: JoeL. Dudley (second fromright)receives congratulations fromhis wife,
Eunice, (left), James Bearden and Margaret Hicks after receiving 'the medallion for
Entrepreneurship from theBeta Gammanationalhonor society inBusiness and Management..
by Donna Price
Staff Reporter
He had also reached
his goal of making a million
dollars by the age of 40, he
said.
"Theblackcommunity
has played a majorrole in the
perseverance of Dudley
Cosmetology," the senior
Dudley said, adding that he
would continue togive back to
the black community.
Rencently,Dudley was
awarded the medallion for
Entrepreneurship by the Beta
Gamma SigmaNational Honor
Society in Business and
Management.
in college
High School in Kernersville
and will continue toworkpart-
timeforDudley products while
investigate
Institute to
Black businesses continue to grow
issues
From Staff Reports
"Over the last 23 years, the
company has flourished," he
said.
students have come from
around the country" to study
there, Dudley said.Dudley has
also established cosmetology
schools in Charlotte, Chicago
and Washinton, D.C.
"Thousands
In 1989, the Dudleys
founded the Dudley
Cosmetology University in
Kernersville, N.C.
Afterreturning briefly
to Chicago to helprevive the
struggling Fuller Products
company, which was
encountering financial
difficulties, the Dudleys
returned to Greensboro in
1984 and two years later,
Dudley Products moved into
a manufacturingplant justoff
U.S. 40.
downturns in the economy as
well.
Although black
entrepreneurs no longer just
focus on service-oriented
enterprises, the length of the
survival of these companies
has decreased. Some of the
factors involved include
cutbacks in government
funding and the fact that
although black-owned banks
are more receptive to black
entrepreneurs hoping to fund
thestart-upofa business,these
banks are more vulnerable to
enterprises were founded in
the 1970's, 21 percent in the
1980's, 16 percent in the
1960's,5 percentin the 1950's
and 2 percent in the 1940's.
Dudley's family
remains active in the business
that began at their kitchen
table. His wife, Eunice, is
chief financial officer of
DudleyProducts. His son Joe,
Jr., who holds an MBA from
Northwestern University, is
vice-president of marketing
and operations. His daughter
Ursula, who worked summers
at the company while
attending law school at
Howard University, plans to
join the company full-time
after graduation. The
youngest child, Genea, is
graduating from EastForsyth
By 1976, Dudley's,
sales force had grown to more
than 400,and hehad a number
ofbusinesses going,including
achainofbeauty supply stores
throughout the Southeast, and
had formulated the idea of
starting a Dudley's
Cosmetology University.
Company concept somewhat
into my company by
delivering fresh products to
cosmetologists weekly," he
said. "The company sells and
guarantees only the finest in
professional and retail
products. I decided that my
companywould be committed
to stay in partnership with the
professional cosmetologist.
Consumers can onlypurchase
Dudley products at salons
nationwide."
carried the Fuller
"(Starting my own
company)wasa familyeffort,"
Dudley said. "In 1967,my wife
Eunice and I began making
ourown line ofproducts inthe
kitchen and sellingthem door-
to-doon (Back) then, Eunice
and the children packaged the
products in the morning, and I
sold them later in the day."
Dudley got his start in
the beauty industry selling
Fuller Products door-to-door
while a student at A&T.
minority-owned firms in the
Southeast. The company
manufactures more than 80
professional and retail
products, and also produces
cosmetologist training
manuals, videos and style
books, which are marketed in
about 40 states nationwide.
However, there are a
few black-owned businesses
that have steadily grown and
prospered throughout the
years. A&T alumnus Joe
program is slated for a
summer 1994start-up date.
Fort said theproject
would- be aimed at
increasing the number of
minority studentswhostudy
the visual arts, theatre,
dance and music. The
Fort's other goals
for 1994 include a new
Saturday Fine Arts
Academy for as many as
150pre-college students.
provide assistance in
dealing with these
problems," Fort said. "I
think it is exciting."
"We are reaching
out to this community to
investigate issues and
possible solutions for
nagging problems such as
race relations, the status of
the black family, teen
pregnancy, child abuse,
violence among youth and
health care for the poor.
The institute would
The University will
pursue federal and
corporate funding for the
Human Resources
Development Center of
Excellence, Fort
announced.
of the most pressing
economic,healthand social
issues facing the state and
nation by spring of next
year, A&T Chancellor
Edward Fort told A&T
trustees last Wednesday.
A&T hopes to start an
institute to examine some
North Carolina
John Butler, author of
"ForBlack Prosperity," states
that blacks concentrated on
developing business
enterprises in all areas to
generate profits and to serve
the black community.
Between the 1890'sand 1950's,
more than 125 banks were
started that helped capitalize
thousands of enterprises in
many fields. However, census
data reveals that blacks were
more likely to be owners of
serviceenterprises, such as gas
stations, tailor shops, and food
entrepreneurs
Later, segregation created a
different area for black
million
Shortly after the Civil
War, free blacks were well-
established as outstandingand
reliable entrepreneurs. Clients
for theirenterprises came from
throughout the blackand white
communities. It' has been
estimated conservatively that
their total real and personal
wealth was well over $50
as slaves and converted them
into the basis for private
business enterprises. Free
blacks purchasedand soldreal
estate and even owned some
large-scale plantations—with
slaves of their own.
stores
Tb HAistory Department of North
Carolina A&T State University is
soliciting manuscripts and book
reviews for publication in the next
issue of the History Magaiinp
Manuscripts in any field of history
will be considered. Contributions are
invited from faculty and students.
Please contact:
Douglas Jonas (Student Editor)
691-0269
Dr. Addo - Dr. Cole (History Dept.)
334-7831
By 1840, Cincinnati
was known as the center of
black entrepreneurial activity.
Ofthe 2,500 blacks in the ci ty
at the time, 48 percent had
once been slaves. These
people, who had either
managed to purchase their
freedom or escape from
slavery, took the skills learned
In the early 1800's in
New York, New Orleans,
Charleston and Baltimore,
many freed blacks operated
successful restaurants,
clothing stores and saloons.
forerunners
entrepreneurship
Americans were once the
According toanarticle
in "Current" magazine titled
"For Black Business," black
areThere
approximately 190 black-
owned minority businesses in
North Carolina. However, the
average life expectancy of
these companies is five years.
Unfortunately, according to
statistical reports in "Black
Enterprise" andother business
magazines, many of these
companies do not make it.
Many Americans
aspire to run their own
businesses, but perhaps none
so fervently as African-
Americans. For black
Americans, it means taking a
long shot at making it into a
comfortable middle class, free
from "glass ceilings" and the
racial tensions often present
in white-run corporations.
company in Greensboro
Today, Dudley is the
owner and founderofDudley
Products, a multi-million
dollar hair care and cosmetic
speech impediment
children,Dudley grew up in a
three-room farmhouse in
Aurora, N.C. Inspired by a
mother who Dudley said
"never stopped believing in
him." Dudley said he
overcame many obstacles,
such as beingretained in the
first grade, labeled mentally
retarded and suffering a
One of eleven
Dudley's line of Dudley
beauty products is one such
example.
So where are black
businesses going today? Over
the last 15 years, "Black
Enterprise" magazine has
ranked the top 100 black
businesses inAmerica. This
ranking shows how "young"
mostblack enterprises are. For
example, 47 percent of these which is one of the largest
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Recycling program at A&T
by Sandy Sessoms
Staff Reporter
campus organizations," he
said, "but I didn't get much of
"I talked to several
like to see more students
involved with recycling.
"We are a leader in
The recycling
program,which began in 1991
with four campus buildings
recycling paper and compost,
was an idea originated by
Gary Spring of the civil
engineering department.
The recycling
program is funded primarily
from the Physical Plant
1990.Springand members of
the executive committee then
developedan implementation
plan for the project.
1-800^88-8887.
recycling."
An information
session on recycling will be
held for faculty and staff in
early May, Spring said. "I'd
(also) like to see some
sessions set up to inform
students of the importance of
recycling containers was a
major problem with the
recycling that wasdonein the
engineering department."
IjWl APublic Sflfv«eof»Wl ThisPublication
interest
working with the program
Spring said he would
expressed an
She said that there
werealready students whohad
implemented."
Mary Barbee,
recycling coordinator,said, "I
think theprogram willbe very
successful once it is fully
will be placed in computer
rooms, workrooms and on or
beside desks throughout the
campus, Spring said. Those
containers will then be
emptied at a central location
in each building, he added.
The new containers
purchased by the civil
engineering department.
Spring noted that
"rubbish being emptied in
contamination
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Byers urged
underclassmen to "remember
why you're in school and
don't get sidetracked. Staying
focused on your school work
is the key to upholding your
senior year."
she said
Byers will begin
working asan internal auditor
withChampion International
Paper Company after
graduation.
He observed that up-
coming seniors shouldcheck
their credits in advance to
Black Males
from page 1
Minorities
from page 3
be more damaging than
helpful.
noted
equality in society, he added.
However,he doesnotbelieve
thatseparate schools forblack
males are the solution, he
with society and the black
family. You're dealing with
a racist society, one that is
anti-blackandespeciallyanti-
black male."
learn
men must
in an integrated
environment because they
will have to live in an
integrated society,"headded,
"but they do need special
"Black
Moseley added that
what faculty and
administrators wereseeing at
A&Twasa reflectionofwhat
was happening with black
males everywhere. "There
was a time when black males
had about a four-to-oneratio
(to females) at A&T. These
numbers need to be dealt
move to deal with a black
male crisis."
"My concern is that
black males attending an all-
black male school will still
have tolive in amulti-cultural
world that will not cater to
them," he said.
is no longer leaving it to just
luck that black males attend
A&T and successfully
matriculate. It is apro-active
Davis agreed that
separate schools for black
men may not be the solution.
He said that if the school
catered to strictly black male
needs, it might not be
efficient,and ifthe men were
not exposed to real world
situations, thisconcept might
attention targeted to that
group right here at the high
school level."
with," he said
The program that the
committee hopes to develop
willattempttoreach theentire
community and is slatedfor a
fall 1993start-up date.
Stating why he
believes there is a shortage of
black men in college, Leroy
Holloway, a high school
sociology teacher, said,
"There is something wrong
Holloway said he
believed thateducating black
males was of supreme
importance. It is literally the
only way the black man can
achieve success and some
Black Pages offers community
chance for economic growthBurden noted that
"networking is essential as far
are
to our buying power; we
the tenth largest
economic force in the
world-black dollars, " said
Hall. "We have to help
ourselves before wecan ask
someone else tohelp us,"he
added.
There are between 25
to 30 versions of the Black
Pages nationwide. Hall says
the Black Pages is not
affiliated with the Yellow
Pages and should be the first
place the black community
looks.
•Blacks don'tgetthe stepping-
stone jobs like coordinator or
assistant coaching positions.
• Plain old bigotry still exists.
"The perception is that blacks
can run the ball, can make the
jumper, but just can't do the
mental work," said Charles
Farrell, a lobbyist for college
and pro athletes quoted in
"Newsweek."
positions
•Team ownersoftenpassover
qualified blacks and recycle
the same white faces.
• Many blacks say they lack
the social, business or family
connections that give a boost
to whites He added that blacks were
frustrated because the
majority incontrol waswhite.
"People are going to
have to change their attitudes
andstart opening upthe doors
for opportunity for
everybody," said Burden.
"Weare goingtohavetomake
ourselves more visible and
available. Do all the things to
network and achieve."
as pipelining for the future.
Part of it is who you know.
People still like to be around
otherswho they are
comfortable with."
The Black Pages
willbe available in late fall
or early winter of this year.
The publication willbe free
and targeted distribution
areas will be churches,
colleges, universities and
businesses with alot of
traffic. For more
informationabout theBlack
Pages, call Keith Hall at
691-9372.
A campaign to solicit
advertisers for the Black
Pages,an annual directory of
black owned businesses, is
on its way in the Triad.
Between 40 and 50
businesses have purchased
advertising space hoping to
reach the black consumers.
NorthCarolinaA&T
graduate and Account
Executive for theTriadBlack
Pages, Keith Hall, says the
Black Pages gives black
entrepreneurs an affordable
means of advertising and
gives the community the
opportunity to get quality
service while supporting
black businesses.
"Wewantindividuals
to utilize the Black Pages
fromthe stand point., sit it on
topofthephoneand goto the
Black Pages for a product or
service before they go to the
Yellow Pages," Hall said.
He added that the
main objective of the Black
Pages istopromote economic
growth in the black
community. Hall said that
self-empowerment is a must
fora moreproductive future.
"Basically we want
the black community to start
supporting black businesses
more so than they are at this
point. Last year as race
earned over$300,000,000,
but unfortunately less than
seven-percent of that was
spent within the black
community," Hall said.
Black businesses
deserve the respect of other
sectorsofbusinessHall said.
He added that the power of
the black dollar can't be
ignored or misused
"We are a force to
bereckoned with,inregards
Looks like a
Vivarin night.
Aggies, final exams are
coming study hard and
reap the rewards of
success. Good luck to the
1993 graduates, strive for
excellence.
It's 10PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth ofPhilosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep youawake
and mentally alert forhours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it aVivarin night!
He istory Department o
North Carolina A&T Stat<
University invites anyone
wishing to help in th<
production of the Histon
Magazine, during the Fal
Semester, to contact:
Douglas'Jonas (Student Editor)
691-0269 or Dr. Addo - Dr. Cole
(History Dept.) 334-7831
Please leave name and telephone number
©1993 Si
\
cup* of coffee.
forfastpick up—safeas coffee
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Graduates
from page 1
that if he could change
anything about his years at
theUniversity, "Iwouldhave
started my freshman year
here."
announcer after graduation,
and told future seniors,
"Finish school, no matter
how long it takes. Always
know your own and be
yourself."
University in 1989toescape
the violence that often
surrounded him in Atlanta,
Ga., he said.
Heplans to continue
his career as a radio
Campus
3:30p.m.: ClassPhoto Sessions, F.A. Williams Cafeteria
4 p.m.: Campus Tour, departingF.A. Williams Cafeteria
Sunday, May 2:
9 a.m. : 102nd Annual CommencementExercises, Aggie
Stadium, University Campus
Speaker: U.S. Rep. Melvin Watt
engineering program" and
was a historically black
university, said, "If I could
do it all over, I would make
much better use of my idle
time and cut down on the
number of hours that I
worked on part-time jobs."
Gilmore said he
planned to do research for
two of his professors during
the summer break, and then
start graduate school in the
fall. Political science
majorByronFitzgerald, who
transferred to A&T in fall
1990 as a sophomore, said
ensure that .their graduation
plans didn't become ensnared
in red tape or delayed by
unexpected additions to their
curriculum requirements.
"Make sure that you
have all proper
documentation, so that you
will be eligible to graduate
and handle all yourbusiness
properly," he said, "sothat
you won't be hassled when
you graduate."
Marty Freeman, a
broadcastproduction major,
said he would always fondly
remember A&T's outdoor
Aggie Fest. Freeman
transferred from Clark
Fitzgerald said he
transferred from North
Carolina State University
because he wanted to "gain
knowledge from the black
experience."
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Electrical
engineering major Walter
Gilmore, who came to A&T
because "it had an excellent
But the faculty member
with whomI spoke wielded the one
force that even the most highly
trained and well-prepared police
department has no defense against:
complacency.Acceptance oftheway
things are, and a willingness to see
guns as an uglybut inevitable partof
thelandscape.
When a university has a
historythatfeatures such outstanding
I am aware that certain
administrative officials have found
the police stories somehow
embarrassing, and fear they will
tarnish A&T's image.But Chancellor
Fort and his cohorts needn't worry.
I could just as easily ask
why our theatre productions aren't
as elaborate as those staged by the
Metropolitan Opera at Lincoln
Center in NewYorkCity, or whythe
Aggiebasketball team isn'tcurrently
vying for the championship title in
the NBA playoffs. Obviously, we
are comparing apples and oranges
here: activities conducted on a
student level and those conducted
on a professional one.
featured on the front page of the
Greensboro News and Record. This
is an unfair comparison. What is
little news in a city the size of
Greensboro is big news onacampus
the size of A&T.
The professor also told me
thatshe didn't see similar stories —
where no one was shot or killed —
where gunsare seen as
commonplace? Why not set our,
sights ona community where gunfire
andweapons are seenas aberrations?
By BJ Evans/ News Editor
Separate but equal or Segregation?
by Greg Williams
The lost and f ound
above
Some found love
Some lost their innocence and self-respect doing all ofthe
slim
Some lost faith in their people-chances for happiness are
them
Some lost their best chance to avoid stereotypes, and being
called niggers
Some found friendships-friends-how many of us have
Some found an education-knowledge is the key
Some lost their minds and traded common sense for a 40
Some found a chance to a brighter future, with larger
figures
Will we make a difference?
by Lisa Johnson
and Nichole Cannon
There is a right way to go about things and a wrong way.
Oneright way, which the group has done was hold public forums
where students as well as administrators and faculty could come
togetherand voice theirviews.The wrong way, disrupting formal
school ceremony's, eg. yelling out in the academic awards
ceremony as Chancellor Fort and the other dignitaries began and
finished speaking. Actions like this leave a bad impression.
As for the African-American students at UNC-Chapel
Hill, I have no sympathy; they knew going in that they would be
the minority and things would not always go their way. If they
wanted a total black culture they should have enrolled at an
historically black college. Our black colleges are being depicted
as low grade and slow, but wecan compete. Take our world-class
university, we have one of the top engineering programs in the
country, an extensive business school, along withnursing, just to
name a few. My mother told me that it seems to her that our way
of life is moving back instead of forward, separate but equal. Is
this what we want? Separation? .
Now don't get me wrong, I think young African-
Americans should want to learn about there history, but that is
something that each individual should be able to decide for
themselves.
What can be said about a person or a groupofindividuals
who, without any intention I'm sure, pursue a dream or a goal
without planning their strategy first.
In my public relations class, we learned that proper
planning eludes many problems and helps prepare one for any
and all events. Planning can also eliminate unexpected happens
or obstacles that my come along in the course of your goal.
The history club here at A&T has fought for the last two
years to have mandatory black studies implemented into the
curriculum, and , in those two years when the situation came
before a vote, it was dropped or brushed under the rug.
On the surface it appears that the groups viewsand ideas
are limited to one central group. Not once in the last two years
have I seen a campus wide poll that would give them an idea as
to where the "majority" of students stand on the subject, and I
hardly think a survey of less than 500 serves as an accurate
account of a university that houses over 7000 students.
Some found that college is not for them right now
Some lost a lot in wasted tuition, should have bought that
flying cow
come from
Some found that its a different world from where you
Some lost bad habits and became time conscious and
prudent
least
Some will get their degrees and savor it nice and slow
Some lost ones will be dressed up with no where to go
Aggieland has found some men and women to be great
Aggieland never loses hope-its never too late
Aggieland was founded over 100 years ago with the very
Some lost a sense of why you are here-dancing to a beat-
but there's no drum
Some found that Soap Opera 101 was their favorite class
Some lost their sense to achieve-did just enough to pass
Some found they could make a career as a professional
student
Aggie Pride can never be lost-Good luck Grads-Peace
African-Americans should never be satisfied with
mediocrity but only be satisfied with excellence.
Let us not forget our young brothers and sisters as
we, educated Aggies, succeed in our endeavors.
We wish graduating seniorsluck and future graduates
the strength to continue. And may we all make a difference.
Again we ask, will we make a difference?, we think
"We" as young black men and women must keep in
mind that we are a strong people and can overcome all
things. It is important while succeeding in life we help the
next man and never forget how important unity among our
race and all people is important.
As we goon to the next phase in life we should look
back less and look forward with a positive out-look. And as
we go on, we must pledge to march ahead.
ourselves
In this life as a self-serving race we mustremember
that we need others just as much as we need to satisfy
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progress, have we lost
progress, or have we stayed
stagnant?Now, this assessing
ourselves is not justpersonal;
we should assess the progress
of our school and our
hascome to an end, we tend to
look back and assess
ourselves. Have we made
Asanotherschool year
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necessary move in the right
direction. May peace and
harmony be with you.
administrators, the faculty,
and the studentsforthis jobso
now the only thing we need is
the desire to want it bad
enough to change this
stagnation. Aiding the black
community will only make
this world a better place for
all people. So, my people,
think about this over the
summer. I think this is a
We have the
• The irrigation,
and
Therefore,Ichallenge
this "world-class" university
to these world-class
aggregation,
electrificationofrural African
The
objectives
Are we saying our primary
goal is not worth pursuing?
Well, even if we go for these
world-class goals, the black
community in the U.S. and
throughout the Diaspora need
our help.
-Wendell Rawlings
Vice-president for External
Affairs
N.C. A&T History Club
The A&T Register is published weekly during
theschool yearby theNorth CarolinaAgricultural
and Technical State University students.
community
AsIassess the school's
progress throughout he years,
I firstask myself, "what is this
school's purpose?" If the
purpose of this school is to
train people in the American
way of life and make them a
servant of the American
the blackplans
community
industrialization of African
nations owned and run by
Africans. • Devising viable
communities
save
community, then I feel that it
has donean adequate job.But
since the original purpose of
this university was to educate
blacks and to build a better
black community, I feel that
this goal has not been even
partially accomplished.
So why do I hear talk
of changing this university
into a world-class university
and changing goals of this
university to solve globalized "
problems? If the black
community is as bador worse
than itwas in the early 1900's,
then why have our goals
changed if we didn't
accomplish them originally?
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Commentary: A
OPINION
plague of guns
by Mike Sutton
A&T Register Advisor
She argued that gunfire on
andaround campus didn'tconstitute
front-pagenews unless someone was
hit or kill.
She wondered why the
Register felt it needed to feature
stories about shooting incidents on
campuson its front page. Why, she
asked, couldn't theybe tucked away
among the itemson thepolice blotter
on page three?
A&T Police Chief John
Williams, who is easily the most
gracious, accommodating and open
law enforcement officer I have
encountered during my career as a
professional journalist, has
repeatedly expressed his view that
publishing this information can only
enhance student safety and
awareness. Students need to
understand that the violentcrime of
an urban center like Greensboro
spills over onto A&T's campus.
someone you know
oftimebefore one ofthe errant shots
fired on A&T's campus finds an
innocent victim. It might even be
Guns kill. That's their
primary and only purpose. It is vital
to stress to students here that non-
students are repeatedly bringing
loaded weapons onto A&T's open
campus, and occasionally using
them. Forewarned is forearmed,and
ifplacing these storiesprominently
saves even one life by drawing
someone's attention to a story he or
she might otherwise miss, then the
effort is worthwhile.
blotter and which merit separate
stories based on the danger that we
feel they pose to students at the
University. I don't feel thatburying
a story about shots being fired —
whether ornot they hit theirintended
mark — among police reports of
roommates squabbling orboyfriends
and girlfriends fighting serves this
campus well.
What we must not do is
avert oureyes, but face theproblem
squarely. The police department is
doing all itcanphysically, but what
really needs to be changed is the
kind of mindset that wouldrelegate
gun reports to the status of a
nuisance, likeanaltercation among
school's part.
There is no need tocower
from the truth in this case: A&T has
unfortunately been touched by the
sameplague ofguns that threatens
all of America. This fact does not
indicate some kind offailureon the
individuals as Warmoth Gibbs and
the famous Greensboro Four, when
it has just received a $5 million
transportation grant and when it
boasts alumnisuch as theRev. Jesse
Jacksonand thelateRonald McNair,
I hardly think a few shooting
incidents involving non-students will
blemish such a mighty reputation.
At the Register, we decide
which incidents go into the police
I found her blase attitude
about the proximity of a potential
weapon of death both depressing
and revealing. Have we, as
Americans and as members of the
A&T community, become soinured
to the presence of firearms and
gunfire that weregard itas merely a
nuisance? If that's the case, this is a
sad time for thiscountry.
"No," theprofessorreplied
matter-of-factly. "That was a gun."
The professor even'
recounted a recent incident when
she was working late with a
colleague in her office, and they
heard a series ofsharp blasts outside.
Thecolleague said that students must
be setting off firecrackers.
However, nothing has
brought the problem into sharper
focus for me than a conversation
witha seniormemberofN.C.A&T's
faculty this past week.
This conclusion was
bolstered when 50-70 rounds of
automatic weapons fire rang out
along Franklin Street in Chapel Hill
recently, duringanapparentgunfight
between members of rival gangs
from Durham who were hanging
out following a street fair. At least
two people were confirmed shot,
but witnesses said as many as five
people may have been hit. Some of
those wounded haven't come
forward because apparently they
were involved in the shootout.
As I watched the smoking
ruins of David Koresh's personal
version of the Alamo last week,
evenamidall the finger-pointing by
federal agencies and the media, one
thingbecame clear: there are simply
too many guns floating around in
this country, and too many people
running around with them who
shouldn't be.
Even shots fired into the
aircan be fatal. When I was growing
up inNew Jersey,I vividlyremember
reading a newspaper account about
a man who fired a hunting rifle into
the air.Thebullet finally came down,
miles away, and struck a man who
was reshingling his roof. He was
killed.
Perhaps it is only a matter
University by "protecting" its
reputation is worse than foolish: it's
irresponsible.
roommates
The Registerpresents this
kind of information to protect the
students.To attempt to suppress it
or downplay itin themistaken belief
that one is somehow serving the
RobertKennedy oncesaid,
"Some people see the waythings are
and ask, 'Why?' I dream of things
thatneverwere,andask, 'Why not?'"
I ask, why do we need to
accepta nation, a stateand a campus
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